Automated Call Quality, CLI, and Performance Testing
iTTest – The most comprehensive test platform available.

iTTest is a testing and performance monitoring platform designed specifically for the 21st Century Telecoms market. With an unparalleled set of features, iTTest can perform any of your current test requirements in a fraction of the time. All of this is available through an easy-to-use portal with visual and audible results meaning in-depth testing is no longer restricted to technical staff. It has enabled many customers to reduce the cost and time of testing new routes and helped to streamline the ongoing support of existing customers and suppliers. iTTest allows you to see and hear the quality on your network within minutes of initiating the test and share these results with your colleagues and partners.

Using industry standard measurements you can immediately detect issues such as FAS, no RBT, Dead Air, One Way Audio and CLI delivery and deal with them promptly.

iTTest has been developed to deal with a broad range of telecommunications companies needs. It is therefore possible to use our cloud solution for a single entity, become a reseller of the cloud solution and control multiple customers’ users and access. It is also possible to have a dedicated solution that can be installed within your network for your own use or to be used to resell the solution to other customers. You can also embed iTTest within your own portal or management platform using our API to give a seamless end user experience.
iTest Key Features and Benefits

**Easy To Use Graphical Interface:** The simple but effective interface shows all information necessary to perform automated tests and gather information on the quality of the routes tested. The interface is compatible with all major internet browsers and also works with smartphones and tablets allowing testing to be completed and results to be seen and shared from anywhere. The interface only requires the input of basic information allowing any non-technical users to perform tests and check results.

Automated Simultaneous Test Calls: Once a test has been initiated, multiple calls are placed simultaneously and once complete all call statistics are displayed. This includes PDD, ring time, call duration, number of packets, jitter and packet loss and an audio recording of the early media (ring back tone) and call. This allows testing to be completed in a fraction of the time of manual testing and gives you all the necessary tools to analyse the results. It also allows for routes to be checked under more load than by manual testing. The full sip details of the call are also logged and can be downloaded for more in-depth analysis. G.711 and G.729 codecs are supported for test calls and can be set at a vendor or test level.
Scheduled Test Calls: As well as manual tests being initiated, it is also possible to set up test schedules allowing calls to be initiated automatically and the results emailed once complete. These tests can recur on a daily, weekly, monthly schedule or even for as often as every 5 minutes until the desired number of tests has been run or the schedule end time occurs.

Email Alerts: Scheduled tests can also be set to alert if there are any issues on a route. Thresholds such as % of calls failed, high PDD, FAS detection, dead air and CLI failure can be set per schedule. This allows you to pro-actively monitor the whole of your network and act on any issues that are found.
**Advanced FAS Detection:** iTest can detect FAS in two different ways. Where an iTest node is dialed, the call will be monitored and measured from end to end to ensure that no form of FAS is detected. Where customer designated numbers are called, iTest not only records the call but it also processes the audio stream and runs complex analytics to automatically determine if FAS has been detected. The call is then marked as having FAS so that you can listen to the audio and confirm the results.
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**Test Number Database:** To assist non-technical staff in utilising the system, iTest has the provision for a company number database that can be populated with countries, breakouts, dial codes and test numbers by an administrator via a csv upload. Users within the company can then use these numbers to make test calls.

**Share Test Results:** iTest gives you the ability to share test results with partners via web links that can be emailed to the appropriate person. The results show the call quality statistics and you can choose whether to display the full destination numbers of the calls or not. The shared results do have access to the vendor information or full SIP log of the call. The results can also be exported into Excel. Within a company it is also possible to see other users test results or filter the tests to your specific user, it is also possible to use the search function to filter the results further.
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**Full SIP Log:** To help diagnose any issues with routes, iTest has the full SIP log of every call with all messages sent between the iTest infrastructure and the customers switch. This is displayed in an easy to use graphical display as well as a downloadable PCAP or text file.
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**CLI Verification:** iTest enables you to verify that the CLI on your routes is delivered to the terminating network which is essential for maintaining first class quality. Multiple networks around the globe are currently on the iTest CLI network and with an extensive rollout continuing in 2013/14, CLI tests are increasingly available throughout the world.

**SIP Registration:** iTest allows you to register a SIP hard or soft phone to the platform and make test calls through that phone giving you a complete testing solution. You can select the route you wish your test call to take from the portal and dial directly from your phone, or if initiating an automated test from the portal you can divert one of the live test calls to the phone. As with all other tests, the audio and statistics for the call are recorded and presented to you in the portal.

**Interconnection Testing - Outbound:** iTest allows you to design and group your own specific interconnect test schedule, choosing only the call test you wish to use such as Originating or Terminating party call disconnects, long duration calls, CLI verification, DTMF and correct disconnect code responses. These are combined into your own personal interconnect test which is automated by

**Interconnection Testing - Inbound:** Using iTest you can terminate inbound tests calls from your customers with specific predefined responses programmed in. This allows you to set inbound test schedules with guaranteed responses such as specific disconnect codes, DTMF delivery etc. The numbers for these specific tests can then be passed to your customer so that they can quickly test and sign off the interconnect.
**Security**: iTest takes the security of your information and network seriously. Therefore all user transactions with iTest use HTTPS and 512 bit SSH connections are used between all servers within the iTest hosted infrastructure. IP address restrictions ensure that an ip address can only be associated to a single company's switch profile within iTest and so not utilised by anyone else. No inbound sip gateways operate within the iTest hosted infrastructure which ensures it cannot be used as a transient switch to any customer equipment. All calls originate from the iTest hosted infrastructure only.

iTest and IPT networks are independent of any telecommunications companies and are bound by UK and EU data protection laws. We cannot and will not share any of your data with any other parties.

**Simbox Detection**: iTest enables network carriers to detect the use of illegal Sim Gateways that are allowing fraudulent carriers to terminate calls on their network and bypassing legitimate routes. Using iTest and our global carrier partners we are able to initiate calls to nodes within the customers network and instantly report on any call that did not pass the correct CLI allowing the customer to disable any sim that has been used to pass these calls.

**Scalable Deployment Scenarios**: Whether access is required for a small telco or large Tier 1, iTest can be supplied on a per user basis from 1 – 1000 users from our cloud platform or we can deploy an onsite private solution within your network.

**Multi Level Access**: iTest’s different security levels allow you to give multiple users access only to the features they require, such as supplier and test number administration, CLI checking and standard tests. It also allows you to create guest access which enables you to offer your customers a locked down login to iTest so they can test the quality of the routes you offer them.

**Reporting**: iTest contains multiple management reports giving you all the information you may need to track and manage your network testing. Overview reports on all tests are available as will as detailed reports on issues for each supplier.
Part of the IPT Networks Managed Service portfolio:

iView - Network and Switch Monitoring and Management

iTest - Route Quality and Performance Testing

iTest – Load - SIP and IVR Load Testing
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